The editor invites you to submit items of an interesting nature related to the broad field of accounting history, including book reviews, discussions about accounting theory or practice, comments on FASB or IASB pronouncements or exposure drafts, or responses to past articles in the journal. You may have found something in an archive that you find compelling and wish to share but have not yet been able to turn into a full-fledged scholarly article. Do you have suggestions on how to integrate accounting history into your accounting courses? Perhaps you could find or create a cartoon related to accounting history, or write an accounting history poem (no limericks, please). Submissions here are subject to editorial review.

There are three Salmagundi pieces in this volume, reflecting the broad scope of accounting history. Garry Carnegie contributes some thoughtful comments in reaction to Derek Matthews’ December 2019 AHJ article, “The Past, Present,... 2020
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sal·ma·gun·di (slm-gnd) n. pl. sal·ma·gun·dis 1. A salad of chopped meat, anchovies, eggs, and onions, often arranged in rows on lettuce and served with vinegar and oil. 2. A mixture or assortment; a potpourri. BOOKSALMAGUNDI: A Literary Potpourri. Search. Main menu. Skip to primary content. Skip to secondary content. Home. is that potpourri is a collection of various things; an assortment, mixed bag or motley while salmagundi is a food consisting of chopped meat and pickled herring, with oil, vinegar, pepper, and onions. potpourri. Hence, any mixture of various ingredients; an olio or medley; a potpourri; a miscellany. *2002 , , The Great Nation , Penguin 2003, p. 544: :Partly too it reflected the nature of Revolutionary politics throughout the 1790s, which was invariably a kind of inspired bricolage , which involved yoking together a wide range of pre-existent elements into an unanticipated and constantly changing salmagundi of political forms. * citation. Synonyms. * (mixture of various ingredients) miscellany, olio, potpourri. SALMAGUNDI any mixture or assortment; a medley; a potpourri; a miscellany. Home. About Salmagundi. 10 Jul. Nursing Microbiology (BIOL 2460). Study Notes. Details . . . – Duration of class: Summer 2: Thursday, 5 July – Tuesday, 7 August, 2007 – Purchasing the book: Her test questions come from the notes and the book ($123 used!) is used as a reference. Apr 11, 2016 - Explore Dyan Larmey's board “salmagundi |ˌsalməˈɡandē| noun ( pl. -dis ) • a general mixture; a miscellaneous collection. -- from French salmigondis. “, followed by 649 people on Pinterest. See more ideas about Nouns, Mini cinnamon rolls, Wedding brunch reception. 35+ Camping Tips, Tricks & Treats. Summer holidays are just around the corner and if you have a camping trip or two on your agenda, you might just find a new trick or two in this bunch! I've put together a list of projects and ideas to help around the campsite, a list of must-have home… Photoshop Pc Photo Cool Fonts Fun Fonts Pretty Fonts Grafik Design Digital Scrapbook Paper Web Design Good To Know. Services - Anne Robin, Los Angeles Calligrapher. Salmagundi: A Mixture or Assortment—A Potpourri. June 2020 · Accounting Historians Journal. Its title is defined by the dictionary as “any miscellaneous collection of things, a mixture, medley.” Salmagundi is in a sense a sister of Serendipity. Read more. Discover more. Download citation. What type of file do you want? RIS. BibTeX.